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New Retro-Style Bolt-On Exhaust for the 2016 Triumph Street Twin from
British Customs: The Drag and Slash Cut Performance Tips

British Customs releases bolt-on, cat-back exhaust Performance Tips that replace the stock
mufflers on the 2016 Triumph Street Twin to revamp looks, improve sound, and shed
unnecessary weight.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) July 05, 2016 -- The new 2016 Triumph Street Twin was one of the motorcycle
industry’s best surprises of the year, with its great looks, great engine, and propensity for great fun. And with its
release, numerous aftermarket brands have been off to the races to create new parts and accessories for it.
Among the first wave of notable parts are the bolt-on Performance Tips from British Customs as part of their
complete line of new parts for the Triumph Street Twin.

While the stock Street Twin mufflers have a strong sense of retro character with their mini reverse cone design,
they look like everyone else’s pipes. Enter British Customs with their Performance Tips: a bolt-on, cat-back
solution to the stock mufflers. The Performance Tips are available in two styles: Drag and Slash Cut. The drag
style pipes have a straight cut across the pipe exit, and look like a true set of retro drag pipes. The slash cut
turn-out style tips are inspired by the pipes used by dirt track legends such as Sonny Nutter in the late 60s, with
their 45-degree cuts that evoke heaps of character. Since Performance Tips install behind the catalytic
converter, they enhance the engine’s great stock exhaust tone without increasing the volume to window-shaking
levels.

The Performance Tips don’t have “performance” in their name for nothing. They significantly reduce weight
and have an added benefit of boosting horsepower due to their uninterrupted flow design akin to straight pipes.

But best of all, these Performance Tips are bolt-on and can be installed within 30 minutes even if you forgot
where you left your wrenches.

For riders looking to transform their Triumph Street Twin, this is an essential part of any weekend project.

About British Customs:
British Customs is a Southern California-based lifestyle brand and designer of aftermarket motorcycle parts.
They are known for making the highest quality factory-spec bolt-on parts that only require common tools and
minimal technical knowledge to install. With any of their parts upgrades, the average rider can completely
customize his or her motorcycle in a weekend.
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Contact Information
David Bumpus
Triton Communications
+1 3104368012

David Bumpus
1-310-436-8012

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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